
depend in some way upon the corridor)
with a range of professionals from disci-
plines including transportation engineer-
ing, land use planning, community
design, and environmental analysis.

Who can organize this sort of plan-
ning effort? After all, none of us is
trained to do everything, and it’s hard to
think about the big picture when we’re
all focusing on different angles, and even
speaking different languages. Transporta-
tion engineers obsess on the accuracy of
TAZ (transportation analysis zone) data,
while local planners want to write PUD
(planned unit development) ordinances,
and architects argue for a “transect”
approach and a street hierarchy. People at
the community meeting try in vain to fig-
ure out what all these people are saying,
and finally wail, “I just want a damned
traffic light at 4th and Main!”

The people responsible for herding all
these cats together to create good corri-
dor plans are usually from state depart-
ments of transportation (DOTs) or urban
metropolitan planning organizations
(MPOs). Traditionally, these transporta-
tion planners have stayed far away from
the realm of land use and urban design.
But the need to somehow integrate the
plans has become increasingly obvious. 

Savvy land use planners have also
realized that they must learn how to
incorporate transportation and design

For example, a winding, two-lane
roadway links small towns and rural
areas, accommodating clusters of resi-
dences and neighborhood-scale stores.
As the area prospers, commercial activity
begins to spread out, with developers
jostling for front-row space along the
highway. In a pattern we’ve all witnessed,
farms and open space are converted into
shopping centers and parking lots, while
subdivisions mushroom along adjacent
roadways. What follows (all too often) is
more traffic congestion, leading to more
road widening, triggering more sprawl-
ing development, and – you guessed it –
even more traffic.

Is the above scenario the inevitable
price of progress? Not necessarily. But if
you want to have some control over your
community’s pattern of development,
you have to do some serious long-term
corridor planning. 

DEVELOPING CORRIDOR PLANS

A good corridor plan balances mobili-
ty and accessibility in order to achieve
livability. It identifies the specific loca-
tions where access to developable land
should be promoted, and where it should
be limited. It also focuses on the type of
networks needed to support the desired
types of development.

Corridor planning presents a rich
opportunity to bring together residents
and business owners (whose daily lives 
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F O R WA R D  M O T I O N

Corridors Through Our Communities
by Hannah Twaddell

Social creatures that we are,
people need to live in communi-
ties. We also have a longstanding 
proclivity to explore new territory. Trans-
portation corridors have provided the
framework for this, ensuring that we stay
connected to home while we satisfy our
relentless curiosity about the land
beyond the horizon. 

Corridors link communities. And
sometimes the corridor itself becomes
home to a community of travelers. From
the 19th century riverboat world of the
Mississippi to the great Appalachian Trail
conceived in 1921 by Benton MacKaye,
corridors are places in their own right,
with their own cultures, infrastructure,
and issues.

Today, the transportation corridors
connecting communities are primarily
arterial roadways, stretching out over
increasing distances. Our corridors set
the stage for much of our development
pattern, whether we plan it or not.

As transportation expert Susan Han-
son puts it, “The accessibility of places
has a major impact upon their land val-
ues (and hence the use to which the land
is put), and the location of a place within
the transportation network determines
its accessibility… In the short run, the
land use configuration helps to shape
travel patterns… In the long run, the
transportation system (and the travel on
it) shapes the land use
pattern.”1

Our transportation arteries
have evolved over time, from
river corridors (as seen in
Currier & Ives “Champions of
the Mississippi”) to the famil-
iar crowded roadway corridor. B
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1 Susan Hanson, “The Context of
Urban Travel,” in The Geography
of Urban Transportation, 3rd Edi-
tion (Guilford Press, 2004).
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elements into their work. To successfully
guide development, plans and regulatory
tools clearly define the existing and
planned development patterns along key
corridors, specifying desired locations,
density, diversity, and design. Simply
drawing a pink blob labeled “commercial
use” around a major arterial isn’t likely to
result in the mobility, accessibility, and
livability people really want for their
community. 

In response to these issues, forward-
thinking transportation engineers and
planners have developed an approach
called “Context-Sensitive Solutions” or
“CSS.” Backed by organizations such as
the American Association of State High-
way and Transportation Officials and 
the Institute of Transportation Engineers,
the CSS approach is a structured plan-
ning process which addresses not only
roadway safety and travel speed, but also 
aesthetic, cultural, and economic devel-
opment issues. Editor’s Note: for more on
CSS, see PCJ #61, Bright Ideas, p. 16.

Similarly, urban and regional plan-
ning and policy groups such as the
American Planning Association, the
Congress for the New Urbanism, and the
Smart Growth Network, have developed
principles and planning tools that pro-
mote compact, mixed-use development –
addressing both land use and transporta-
tion characteristics. 

Plans that place land use and design
elements in the context of a transporta-
tion framework can help us break the
cycle of ever-expanding traffic by estab-
lishing effective, appropriate alternative
routes (not cut-through streets), and
making it feasible to walk, cycle, or use
transit. For example, in areas where town
center or urban-style development is
desired, the number and width of lanes
along the main street are scaled and
designed with both cars and pedestrians
in mind. Well-designed networks of con-
necting streets allow local travelers of all
ages and abilities to avoid busy highways
and access activities by car, transit, bicy-
cle, or on foot. 

Walkability is key to creating vital
centers, and to making transit work. Too
often, bus routes fail to work well along

busy corridors featuring lots of activities
– workplaces, shopping, restaurants,
subdivisions, even apartments. Such
bustling areas should attract a lot of rid-
ers, don’t you think? But here’s the catch,
if people can’t walk safely to and among
those numerous activities, what are they
going to do when they get off the bus? In
a nutshell, if you want a corridor to work
for transit, it has to work for pedestrians.

For areas in which the rural landscape
is to be preserved, roadways can be
designed to slip through as unobtrusively
as possible, while limiting opportunities
for sprawling commercial development.
Transportation investments need to go
hand-in-hand with land use policies.
We’re setting ourselves up for trouble, for
example, if we designate an area as off
limits for development in our plan and
then plunk down a highway interchange
in the middle of it.

CORRIDOR PLANNING IN ACTION

One example of a comprehensive cor-
ridor plan based on the CSS approach is
being developed for the U.S. 202 corridor
northwest of Wilmington, Delaware. 
Several years ago, the state of Delaware
convinced AstraZeneca, a major pharma-
ceutical firm, to locate its North Ameri-
can headquarters on a large property
near U.S. 202 and an incredibly busy I-95
interchange.

It was a big deal, involving a number
of agreements with state agencies. Del-
DOT’s charge was to upgrade route 202
and surrounding roads to accommodate
the influx of new employees while con-
tinuing plans to improve the capacity of
the I-95 interchange. But adding lanes or
expanding intersections was a tricky
business. The land around the corridor
included established neighborhoods, a
local greenway and park system, and the
historic Blue Ball Dairy Barn, built in
1910 by industrial giant DuPont.

This wasn’t any ordinary corridor
plan, and the transportation

The Blue Ball project integrated a large number of
transportation, park and recreation, and historic
preservation elements. Illustration from the pro-
ject’s November 2005
newsletter update.

continued on next page
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planning team didn’t take an ordinary
approach. As Mark Tudor of DelDOT put
it, they had to realize that “transportation
planners must think and act as commu-
nity builders … Along with geometric
standards, engineers also must consider
land use, environmental quality, commu-
nity cohesion, and quality of life in their
designs.”2 Tudor also notes that the pro-
ject area, with its historic and natural
areas (and vacant lands), “could provide
open space preservation opportunities if
not taken up by large-scale highway
improvements.”3

DelDOT joined with the state’s eco-
nomic development and natural
resources agencies to develop the plan.
Through an open and extensive public
involvement process, the plan resulted in
a remarkable array of projects, many of
which have moved forward. Among the
key outcomes: 

• roadway design strategies, such as
scaled-back interchanges and locally-ori-
ented access patterns, that have won
community support, while still meeting
roadway level of service goals;

• a network of surrounding roads to
give local travelers useful, appropriately
scaled alternatives to U.S. 202; 

• crosswalks and pedestrian signals at
key intersections; 

• more frequent bus services and
employee shuttles, with AstraZeneca also
committing that at least 15 percent of its
workforce would commute via transit,
carpools, or at off-peak hours – or tele-
work;

• a pedestrian underpass to complete
a missing link in the Northern Delaware
Greenway system, as well as numerous
multi-use paths providing connections to
surrounding residential and commercial
areas;

• the purchase of two major tracts of
land for a community park and a natural
wildlife area; and

• improvements to archeological sites
and historic structures, including the
dairy barn – slated to become a confer-
ence center and exhibit hall reflecting the
area’s rural history.

Context-sensitive corridor plans like
the U.S. 202 project can play a vital role
in achieving the goal we all share, to cre-
ate and sustain healthy, vibrant commu-
nities. Working together, we can create
corridors along which we successfully
journey forth to seek our fortunes – and
return home safe and sound. �

Hannah Twaddell is 
a Senior Transportation
Planner in the Char-
lottesville, Virginia, office
of Renaissance Planning
Group. Her “Forward
Motion” column appears
regularly in the Planning
Commissioners Journal.

Portion of greenway constructed as part of Blue
Ball project

Corridors…
continued from previous page

Work underway on the Blue Ball project. 

2 “Context-Sensitive Design: Blue Ball Properties Pro-
ject Case Study,” Mark C. Tudor, PE and Mark
Luszcz, PE, PTOE, AICP. Institute for Transportation
Engineers Journal, February 2006.

3 Email correspondence with Tudor (March 6, 2006).
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